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By Josef Ekkard
Another day broke over Bedfordshire
County and it promised to be a break
from the rain of the previous days. The
roads where still wet from the rain the
evening before but it was only a short ride
to our planned destination.
It all started with a promotion ClubMSV is running
for group bookings. Ten bookings under a group will
get you 10% off and a garage for you and your mates.
E-mails where send out and advertised on various
forums. People were a bit sceptical about the weather but 10 souls managed to convince themselves to
give it a go. Jason at ClubMSV bookings was very
helpful and top service from the man in setting up
the group. The group was a mix between first time
novice, intermediate and experienced track riders
with an ex-racer joining in.Arrangements were made
and we all would meet up at the pit garages. Damian
and his father-in-law would travel from Hertfordshire while Robert and Richard from the BMW club
in Norfolk would join us.
The morning started with the unloading of the
bikes, noise testing, signing in and setting up of
the hospitality area in our garage. The compulsory
briefing was attended where emphasis was placed
on making the day enjoyable for everyone, no antisocial antics on the track would not be tolerated.
Due to the large novice group it was split into two
groups with the intermediate and experienced track
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day riders grouped together. Bedford Autodrome is
unique as far as bike track days goes for it is privately
owned with no spectator areas and a strict 101dB
noise limit.
The first few sessions were a bit butt clenching until the racing line dried out and the pace quickened
adding to the enjoyment of the day.Those on the unconventional track day bikes seemed to fare better
in the iffy conditions than the wannabee race reps.
Dave on his KTM 990 Adv who is an x trials rider
seemed particularly adapt to conditions and went
very well considering it was his first track day. Scott
had a bit of an issue with his CBR 600 RR’s battery
but it was all sorted by mid-morning although he did
have a minor off due to`` cold tyres``
Damian proved that you shouldn’t take a 1200GS
at face value, embarrassing many a seasoned race rep
in the corners. Trevor was having a ball of a time on
his immaculate GSXR600. He promised to do more
track days now that bug has bitten. Lunchtime proved
a welcome break and to top it all a few supporters
from OMC turned up. A bit of banter and general
piss taking was the order of the day in between the
more serious discussions. The afternoon was more
of the same and by then the whole track was dry
and the bikes could be used as intended while trying
out different lines. All too soon the last session was
called ending another fantastic day out.
A big thank you to all those who took part.
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Trip to Milan to see the

International

Show
By Derek Brown

Impatience is an expensive weakness.
On the face of it a trip to the Milan motorcycle show seems a reasonable objective for a motorcycle club, throw in a bit
of fashion, culture & style for the ladies
and the job’s done.
Of course those of us who know Richard Galka
(the driving force behind this excellent weekend
trip) know it was all just a ploy to get to see the new
water cooled BMW R1200GS a week before it could
be seen at the NEC. That week cost the ten hardy
souls who travelled to Milan a pretty penny!
Having hatched the plan early in the summer Richard was able to use his Milan contacts to find a superb 4*hotel, The Grand Hotel Plaza, right in the
centre of the old city at a good price. Booking flights
as soon as they became available meant that these
came at a knock down price too.
Again those who know Richard know how keen
he is to get started early in the day. The main party
set off from home at the un-godly hour of 4 o’clock
in the morning to catch an early flight from Luton
Airport – with John O’Grady laying on a mini-bus
to ease the logistics for them. Jackie and I took a
slightly different approach – we got up at 7:30, had a
relaxed breakfast then at 8:30 set off for a pleasant

stroll into Bedford Railway Station where we caught
the train directly to Gatwick airport in good time for
our 1 o’clock flight – we felt like we were on holiday,
don’t know about the others!
We all had an uneventful flight to Milan. The early
birds took the chance to do some sightseeing once
there (and to get some of the zeds in that were stolen from them in the morning!!). Jackie and I merely
turned up at 6 o’clock in time for a beer and nibbles
and a good chin wag in the hotel before the party set
off for a nearby restaurant, recommended by hotel
staff, for a meal. Richard’s “Milan contact”, Michael,
was able to join us too and a thoroughly enjoyable
evening was had by all – it’s really helpful to have a
native speaker on hand on these occasions.
Everyone was pretty knackered after a day’s travelling so there wasn’t too much protest at the notion
of getting to bed early and going to sleep! Breakfast
at 8 o’clock next day for a relaxed start out to the
show at 9 o’clock was agreed. No problem there
then unless your name’s Derek. I really don’t seem
to be able to grasp the notion of time; once again I
failed to correctly set my alarm allowing for the time
change and duly turned up for breakfast at 8:45, doh!
The boys set out, pretty much on time, for Fiera
Milano the site of the EICMA International Motor-
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cycle Show. We foolishly left the girls to spend the
day “touristing” around Milan, nervous credit cards
all round then. Our 20 minute train journey cost a
whole €5 (return of course) and deposited us right
at the East Gate of the show ground. The crowd on
the train was of premier football match proportions;
there were tens of thousands of people going to the
bike show. We even looked the part in our Oakley
Motorcycle Club shirts.
Phil Randell had discovered that there were savings to be had for group bookings of official clubs
and he had the foresight to take a headed letter and
business card to ease our way in. Together with our
“temporary members” from MK IAM we were able
to get our numbers over the 12 + 1 required that
got us in for €12 per head against the €18 that it
would otherwise have cost, enough for a beer in Milan anyway. However to purchase our group ticket
we had to get to the West gate of the show ground;
that meant walking over a kilometre along the full
length of the show buildings along an elevated footway and getting an early feel for the sheer scale of
the place. Tickets obtained we quickly got into the
show with the throng, took a few silly group photos
then arranged to meet at the Casino for lunch so
that we could go hunting on our own or in small
groups.
Needless to say Richard and I headed straight for
the BMW stand. What an impressive stand it was
too, a huge construction with acres of space and
multiple examples of all the models on display. I
didn’t actually count how many new GSs there were
on the stand but I would guess at about 8 or 10
“we have them in ALL the colours and ALL the sizes”
to quote the old BT advert. It is a thoroughly well
thought out and put together motorcycle – BMW
could just have a success on their hands…
I think the smile on Richard’s face says it all
Whilst on the BMW stand we caught sight of
Troy Corser; the pretty girls at the hospitality suite
weren’t having any of Richards charm but Troy saw
us, recognised Richard (from the S1000RR launch last
year) and came straight over to talk, what a pleasant
chap he is. After chatting for a good while we said
goodbye and headed over to look at an R90s just like
Richard’s on the stand, immaculate of course. The
next moment Troy is beside us again, showing us a

photo of himself riding an R90s up Goodwood hill
this year, right up on its back wheel; something for
Richard to emulate next year!
As Richard and I circulated the show, now joined by
Dave Manton, the rest of the party found themselves
accosted by Troy; they would say how well known
they were to Troy, others might think that seeing yet
more OMC shirts Troy could put 2 and 2 together
to make 4.
Triumph had an impressive stand too and Dave
made us troll round there for a while. In truth all of
the manufacturers had fantastic stands. There was a
lot of space but enormous crowds filling it! As expected there were scooter stands by the score and
manufacturers from all over the world trying to get
their toe in the water – much more of an industry
exhibition than the giant car boot sale that too much
of the NEC show has become. And I can’t believe
that there were many beautiful girls left in the rest of
Italy because the place was bursting with gorgeous
examples of the species…
We all successfully met up for lunch which was
taken in a clean, quiet cafe a few yards away from the
exhibition halls at a modest price – just like the NEC
really...not. The rest of the day was spent trying to
get round as many of the stands as we could. Inevitably we came away not seeing everything or even all
of the things that we wanted to see but I certainly
came away happy, if tired.
The ladies meanwhile were having a far more cultured day. They set out to try and get to see Leonardo da Vinci’s “The Last Supper” in the refectory of
the convent of Santa Maria della Gracia but were disappointed (although not entirely surprised) to find
that there were no cancellations or late bookings for
viewings that day. Instead they sated their cultural
appetite on viewing paintings at the adjacent church
and the nearby art galleries. Needless to say some
retail therapy was indulged in too and it would appear that the law in Milan says that the price tag has
to be cut out of all purchases before the purchaser
takes them away!
Amazingly the ladies weren’t first back to the hotel in the evening, mmm even more worried about
that credit card now. Anyway, after further beers
and nibbles we set out to find a slightly more modest
restaurant than the previous evening and succeeded
in doing just that at a nearby pizzeria where a pretty
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wide ranging menu was on offer.After another good
meal we took to the streets of Milan to attempt to
walk some of the excess off. We soon found ourselves in the vicinity of Duomo di Milano, the city’s
main cathedral. What an imposing sight when illuminated at night, a shame about all the hawkers flogging
their tat and not taking No! for an answer; still we
left them to the mercy of Phil...And so to bed.
Our last day in Milan started with a leisurely
breakfast and no real plan and it really couldn’t have
worked out much better. Unlike the grey day that
Saturday had been we were blessed with pleasant
sunshine, a little haze and no wind. Still with no plan
we strolled back to Duomo di Milano where we
spotted a queue and being British did the only honourable thing – we joined it at the back! It was for
public viewing of the Cathedral, equally impressive in
the soft sunlight as it had been in the evening. Initially it looked like we would be waiting for ages but
in fact the queue moved quickly and we were soon
inside. I’m not a great church observer but I have
been in quite a few over the years; this one takes
the biscuit. Being a Sunday I didn’t expect to be let
in if there was a service going on but the place is so
huge that a considerable congregation were able to
partake of a service without the gawping hoards of
visitors being much of a distraction at all. The paintings and masonry were truly beautiful and the sheer
size of the place just took your breath away, amazing.
On leaving the cathedral we learned that you could
climb up onto the roof; yes please we like getting
high for a view. It cost €7 to climb the stairs or €12
to go up by lift. Keith and Bernie took the cheats
option but the rest went up the hard way. Chris sat
this bit out and sadly we lost track of Dave so he
missed this bit too but it was every bit as impressive
outside as it was inside – the amount of elaborate
carving that was done up on the roof that could only
be seen when up on the roof took your breath away.
And from the roof we could see a rather fancy
roof-top cafe on one of the department stores that
was completely invisible from the street. Guess
where we headed next?
For all of the expensive names and products on offer in the store the cafe, when we eventually fought
our way through the throng of people shopping, was
not ridiculously expensive and like most continental
eateries they were in no hurry to throw you out
once you had eaten/drunk so we relaxed and enjoyed the experience.
We separated then for an hour or so, doing our

own thing and agreed to meet in the square later
to go for lunch. Chris had seen a suitable restaurant on the outskirts of the city centre on Friday
and that is where we headed to, avoiding (or not) yet
more hawkers en-route. Lunch was rather modest
by the standards of the previous two evening meals
but I don’t think anyone starved. We finished our
time in Milan walking up to and around the Castello
Sforzesco, a brick built castle dating back to the 14th
century that is in remarkably good condition (having
been refurbished after we knocked it about a bit in
1943) and which the powers that be were going to
demolish to make way for an urban road only quite
recently. Good sense seems to have prevailed.
With everyone suitably worn out we strolled back
to our hotel, collected our luggage and set off for the
airport. Our journey home was uneventful and again
John O’Grady came to our aid with his mini bus providing a door to door service to take all of the stress
out of the journey; the seating was a little snug with
two extra bodies to accommodate and some was a
little, shall we say unusual but it worked.
So all in all we had a great weekend for which special thanks must go to Richard Galka for the suggestion and the driving force and to Phil Randell
for booking the hotel and sorting out the discount
tickets.
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OMC QUIZ NIGHT

Everything for your bike at
your favourite local dealer!

ARTICLE BY BERNICE RUSSELL

Call in and see us or shop online at

www.ﬂitwickmotorcyclesexpress.com
Over the last 26 years, we’ve
established a reputation as
one of the best motorcycle
dealerships you’ll ever visit,
thanks to our friendly staff,
great service and some very
excellent coffee!
• We have a terrific selection of new and used
bikes in stock at all times – view them online!
• Large stock of Yamaha Genuine Parts in
store, plus a fantastic range of aftermarket
spares and accessories

On Thursday 22nd November OMC held
its second general knowledge quiz with
Tom Trinder as Quiz Master.
13 teams entered with names to conjure with such
as ‘The Winners Obviously’ (who obviously didn’t
win!) ‘The Invincibles’ and ‘Not Got a Clue’. There
were 6 rounds of questions and 2 picture rounds, 1
of which was a special Movember moustache round.
The winning scores were 55 which is pretty good
out of a possible 90 and our joint winners were
‘Suck, Squeeze, Bang & Blow’ and ‘No Hopers’. The
runners up were ‘Norfolk and Chance’. The winning teams all donated their winnings back to charity so we raised £56 for the Air Ambulance, which
was topped up by a generous OMC member to £60
and £10 for Movember. Many thanks to Tom for
generously giving up his time to devise and deliver
the quiz and Mick and the crew at OSSC for keeping
us fed and watered all evening. Look out for Dickie
Galka’s Motorbike Quiz early in the New Year, another chance to give the grey cells a good work out.
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• Massive Clothing & Accessory Department,
with a special 10% discount for Oakley
Motorcycle Club members*
• We stock a large selection of tyres, fitted
while you wait, at great competitive prices
*on production of a current OMC membership card.

We’re pleased to support

web: www.flitwickmotorcycles.co.uk email: flitwick@flitwickmotorcycles.co.uk

01525 712197

8

Station Road, Flitwick, Bedfordshire MK45 1JR
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By Leslie & Dave Brown
As advertised for the EAAA auction of
promises, this was a must have for the
Browns and recognising the obsessive
glint in Mrs Brown’s eye, all other bidders
eventually bottled it and the prize was
hers!
A long wait for summer to arrive then followed
but when the glorious day arrived in mid September, it did not disappoint. Dave and Lesley arrived
promptly on a beautiful sunny morning at Priory
Marina, dressed to impress and in keeping with the
opulent and grandiose vessel they were to set sail
in. They were soon gliding gloriously along the River
Great Ouse, which was skilfully negotiated by Captain Baysie. Meanwhile the delicious aromas of the
anticipated breakfast wafted up from the galley.

There was a scheduled stop at Great Barford, the
elaborate table was set and the champagne served.
Fortunately for all concerned the catering was skilfully prepared, cooked and served by able sea-person
Mrs Baysie rather than the Cap’n and the breakfast
received a well deserved five star rating.
Fully sated, everyone was back on board for the
rest of the day, spent enjoying the sunshine and Bedfordshire countryside until the cruiser arrived at St
Neot’s where it was safely moored for the night.
The honoured guests departed for home leaving the
crew on board to celebrate their wedding anniversary. It was rumoured that the boat was rocking all
night but this detail has not yet been verified.
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WOLLASTON BIKES.
JUST WHAT YOU’VE BEEN WAITING FOR.

At Wollaston we have a fantastic dealership facility situated on Bedford Road,
Northampton. Why not join our Thursday night ride outs or keep in touch for
all the latest Motorrad news and invites to exclusive launch events?

If the summer of 2012 was a washout for
ride-outs and the like, the same couldn’t
be said for OMC’s second outing to this
recent, but fast growing annual event.
The sun was shining on the small Northamptonshire market town as bikers from all over the country came to celebrate all things “Two wheels”.
Our own members provided a good variety of machines for display which attracted favourable attention at our club stand. Other clubs displayed some
fine examples of classic and vintage bikes along with
the usual vendors and services stands.
The town centre, which had been closed off for the
event, became the venue for some fantastic demonstrations of speed, skill and nerve, with appearances

• Newly opened Biker Café
• Full range of new bikes
• A huge range of BMW Approved Used Bikes and other franchise models
• Accessories and Rider Equipment
• Aftersales and Servicing

Call us on 01604 232000 to find out more.

Wollaston

Bedford Road, Northampton
Northamptonshire NN1 5SZ
01604 232000 www.wbikes.com
23058-002 WOLLASTON 190x132.indd 1
OAKLEY
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Wollaston

The Ultimate
Riding Machine
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15/03/2011 12:04

from legends such as Dougie Lampkin, Nick Jeffries
and Keith Russell with some fine stunt riding by Flyin
Ryan.
Of the 14,000 estimated attendees, a fair percentage were sporting mullets rarely found outside
Hillbilly Heaven, mainly due to a rumour that the
organisers were auditioning for the remake of “Deliverance”.
This was the events 4th year and is becoming
known for being a very well run and well attended
event with all proceeds going to various charities
and as such should become a permanent fixture in
the OMC calendar. See you there next year.
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A somewhat different weekend
to the one planned!
By Phil & Chris Randell

For the last few years I have been at the
forefront of some of our European Race
weekends, and 2012 was no exception,
involving our second trip to the Nürburgring for the World Superbike racing.
With the dates and times of travel in place and
after numerous meetings to ensure all eventualities
had been covered, we set off first thing on Thursday, 6th September (a day we will never forget), arrived at Folkestone without a hitch and had plenty of
laughs on the train trip.
Once we arrived in France our group decided to
split into two to make it easier to manage the number of bikes we had. Clive Hennessy led one group
and I led a second group of Ellis and Elaine Rich and
Peter Hickles. This was where our weekend started going a little wrong because although I had put
a route into the Satnav I hadn’t planned to lead a
group. I don’t mind leading any ride-out in the UK
but I’m not over confident in leading over the water
so to speak.
To cut a long story short, we were in what can
only be described as rural France in the village of
Bonnieres when, for whatever reason only known
to me I failed to stop at a STOP sign only to be hit
by Kermie driving a Peugeot 407! The car impacted with my bike just in front of my left knee (lucky
or what), which in turn sent us both airborne with
Christine’s legs deflecting off Kermie’s bonnet and
my head deflecting of her windscreen. We eventually
landed about 15 yards away side by side on a grass
bank inches from a wall and a big steel fire hydrant.
After a short time of unconsciousness I came round
wondering what the f--- happened to find Christine
out cold next to me. In the time that had passed
whilst being on another planet most of the people
of the village were there together with fire engines,
police cars and ambulances. This was probably the
most exciting event in the village since World War II.
When Christine eventually comes back to life, she

had already had her jeans unceremoniously removed
by a young doctor with a pair of heavy-duty scissors.
Her only thoughts at that point was ‘Oh! My knickers are see-through! The doctor then proceeded to
ask her the routine stuff like was she on any medication or took any drugs etc, he then asked her if she
smoked to which she replied ‘Oh yes please young
man, I would love one’.
We were loaded into an ambulance and taken to a
hospital in Arras, where they examined and x-rayed
us before giving us a clean bill of health and letting
us go! Problem, at 2330hours we had nowhere to
go, we could not speak the language very well and
more the point Christine had no jeans! The doctor
kindly organised us a taxi, found and booked a hotel
in the town centre and gave Chris a very sexy pair
of blue hospital paper trousers and blue paper shoes.
Man, did that pint of lager tasted good when we got
to the hotel.
After a night of considerable pain, we walked down
into town (Christine still in her paper trousers and
shoes) to find a car to hire. We went off to find the
location of the accident and to try and get some of
our luggage and clothes. Peter and Ellis had pushed
the bike up to the local Mayor’s house together with
all our stuff, which was very kind of them.
After having coffee with the Mayor and his wife we
changed into some normal clothes, which was quite
refreshing. We then walked, or should I say limped,
to the accident spot to try and piece together what
happened. This is when one of the villagers came up
to us said in best pigeon English that we could now
qualify for the Para Olympics!
The rest of the story is boring, but our thanks go
to Peter, Ellis and Elaine for organising the damaged
bike, to Marcus for coming over with a trailer to repatriate the bike and us, and to all the club members
who passed their kind wishes and thoughts on to us.
We live to ride another ride and tell another story.
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The Last Visit
On a sunny Thursday evening OMC
had an unusual visitor, not a bike but a
blue bottle, well the Police Helicopter
to be precise.

By Keith Russell

A few members ran for cover, I don’t know why?
After circling the field the helicopter made a perfect landing on the football pitch and out came
OMCs own Colin Glover who was the Police
Observer, followed by 3 colleagues. This was the
last chance to see the Police Helicopter as it was
soon to be decommissioned due to cost cutting;
I will no longer have to tell Colin that FZ1s can’t
speed (only joking!). The crew were very friendly,
posing for photographs and answering numerous
questions, a few lucky children got to sit inside
the helicopter. OMC and OSSC provided hospitality of Coke and chips which was well received
by the crew. As dusk drew in the crew had to
make a hasty departure to comply with the flying
regulations, the helicopter circled the club before
bidding a fond farewell.....A quick thanks to Collin and his crew for taking the time out to visit
O.M.C.

Chesham Insurance Brokers
Your local Independent Broker providing solutions for the
Motor Trade and Motorcycle Dealers in a Global Market
 Does your current broker have access to a broad range of
leading global insurers, who provide specialist Motor
Trade and Dealer protection which is tailored just for you?

 Does your current broker have the technical capabilities to
ensure you have the right solution for your business?
 Does your current broker offer a personal service?

If You Want A Motor Trade Broker Who Values The Importance
Of A Partnership Based On Service, Contact Chesham.

Call Our Specialist Team: 01234 760135 or
Email: info@chesham-insurance.co.uk
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Our relationship with Silverstone race
circuit continues to grow. This year’s
events were even better attended than
ever before, with over 100 club members
attending the World Superbike in August
and over 130 attending the British Superbike in September. This I think was
helped by the price of £22.00 for the entire weekend for WSB and £16.50 for the
same deal for BSB.
Mick Swift kindly agreed to take the OMC marquee to the circuit on the Friday and Pete Lane then
transported it home on the Sunday. For those who
have never been to one or our Silverstone events
the marquee is a brilliant place to leave your helmet
and kit for day. We also had our trusty gas tea urn
to supply members’ tea and coffee for the day for
just a small donation to the EAAA which worked
really well.
The WSB was just typical of the unpredictable
weather we can have in England, with the first race

being stopped after two separate accidents and the
second race being stopped after just eight laps. It
was good to see Loris Baz on the top spot in race
one being the second youngest rider ever to win a
WSB race.
The BSB at the end of September was a much better weekend albeit cold and windy. A few of the
more hardy members decided to camp and party
on the Saturday night with Mick Swift organizing the
evening barbeque. I can’t really comment on the
party because I wasn’t there but judging by the sore
heads on the Sunday morning I think they all had a
good time.
OMC was again the biggest and, I think, the best
Club stand there again for both events. I would like
to express my thanks to everyone who helped to
organize and help out on the days of each race meeting. I also hope all those that took advantage of the
offers had a great time.
We will continue to push Silverstone for a better
deal for the MOTO GP in 2013.
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